Let It Snow
Snow Laden Branches
Wake up to snow each morning this
holiday season. Our DIY wintery mix is
made with Poly-Fil® and spray snow.
Makes the perfect snowy touch for
seasonal greens.

What’s Needed:
Poly-Fil® Filling- Fairfield World
Snow Spray-1$ Store
Hair Spray (Aqua Net)
Flat Surface Covered with Paper

8” Non-Stick Scissors- Fiskars

How To Make It:
To keep the cost of our snowy branches down, we
purchased an unbranded spray snow from our dollar
store. We are confident other spray snow products will
yield a good result but suggest an easy test be conducted.
Simply follow steps 1 through 3 to ensure the spray snow
you purchased will stick and dry.
Note: Using a spray snow on the Poly-Fil® gives dimension and the
look of freshly fallen snow to live or faux greens.

Step 1
Remove a hand full of Poly-Fil® from the bag. To form
the snow piles, cut strips of Poly-Fil®. Begin cutting
strips approx. 1.5” x 4”. Strips will be irregular in size
due to the fillers texture.
Note: Strip sizes do not need to be a uniform size. We gave a
dimension to get you started.

Step 2
Lay the strips on the paper covered surface. Spray strips with snow. Let dry.
Spray snow covering lightly with the hair spray to add extra bond to the snow.
Note: Heavy layers take longer to dry.

Step 3
Gently pull the snow sprayed strip apart. This will give create small mounds
of snow.

Step 4
Place the small mound on the end of a branch. Use the chop stick from the
Poly-Fil® bag to tuck the Poly-Fil® end fibers into the branches.
Step 5
Repeat the above process until all desired branches are
covered. Create different sizes and thicknesses of snow
mounds for a natural look.
See all our Let It Snow DIY projects to create your own winter
wonderland this holiday season.

See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

